PORTABLE VACUUM UNIT
FULLY INDEPENDENT
OF ANY SUCTION SOURCES

REDAX’S PORTABILITY
IN A BRAND NEW SHAPE
Mobile Redline VACCUM UNIT

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Negative pressure regulated through key-board from 0 up to -60 cmH₂O (0 to -6kPa)
- Current suction level always visible through display
- Autonomy of 36h

FEATURES and BENEFITS

- A complete freedom for the patient and an easy transport in hospital facilities.
- Early patient mobilization and less work-load for the hospital staff.
- Stable base to prevent accidental fall down.
- High comfort for the patient (noiseless).

DISPOSABLE CHEST DRAIN

- Large capacity drainage unit
- Underwater seal valve separated from collection chamber
- All time clear visibility for air-leak directly on frontal
- Suitable for adult and paediatric use

Drentech Mobile Redline
Kit portable chest drainage vacuum unit
Packaging: 1 unit for box
Code: 10188

Chest unit protection filter
Packaging: 36 units for box
Code: 10539